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Abstract
In current breast ultrasound Computer Aided Diagnosis systems, the radi-
ologist preselects a region of interest (ROI) as an input for computerized
breast ultrasound image analysis. This task is time consuming and there is
inconsistency among human experts. Researchers attempting to automate
the process of obtaining the ROIs have been relying on image processing and
conventional machine learning methods. We propose the use of a deep learn-
ing method for breast ultrasound ROI detection and lesion localisation. We
use the most accurate object detection deep learning framework – Faster-
RCNN with Inception-ResNet-v2 – as our deep learning network. Due to
the lack of datasets, we use transfer learning and propose a new 3-channel
artificial RGB method to improve the overall performance. We evaluate and
compare the performance of our proposed methods on two datasets (namely,
Dataset A and Dataset B), i.e. within individual datasets and composite
dataset. We report the lesion detection results with two types of analysis:
1) detected point (centre of the segmented region or the detected bounding
box) and 2) Intersection over Union (IoU ). Our results demonstrate that the
proposed methods achieved comparable results on detected point but with
notable improvement on IoU. In addition, our proposed 3-channel artificial
RGB method improves the recall of Dataset A. Finally, we outline some
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future directions for the research.
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1. Introduction1
Breast cancer is a common disease for women and is considered to be the2
second leading cause of death worldwide [1]. According to Breast Cancer3
Now [2], breast cancer is the most common cancer in the UK. Ultrasound4
is the complementary modality to the standard imaging method (two view5
mammography) in breast cancer diagnosis [3, 4]. It is the most widely used6
in clinical practice [5] compared to other alternatives such as tomosynthesis7
and magnetic resonance imaging. Due to the fact that early detection plays8
a main role in avoiding breast cancer deaths and increases the proportion of9
healing and recovery, there has been increasing interest in using ultrasound10
to aid in the early detection of breast cancers over the past few years [6, 7].11
In Breast Ultrasound (BUS), radiologists are trained in interpreting the12
sonographic features [8]. In current practice, the clinician scans the breast13
and takes static images. The radiologist will assess and annotate the BUS14
images. Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems are then can be used15
as a “second reader” for computerized medical imaging analysis [9]. These16
systems are based on the assumption that the radiologist detects an abnor-17
mality and preselects a region of interest (ROI). Figure 1 shows BUS images18
with manual pre-selected ROIs marked with ‘+’ and ‘x’.19
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Examples of BUS images with manual pre-selected ROIs marked with ‘+’ for
the upper and lower points for the lesion, and ‘x’ for the leftmost and rightmost points of
the lesion. Please note that the annotations were embossed for better visualisation.
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Previous work attempted to automate the process of ROIs selection [10,20
11, 12, 13]. These methods were based on multi-stage image processing21
and/or machine learning approaches. Deep learning has gained popularity22
in biomedical image analysis and has achieved good results in classification23
[6, 14] and BUS semantic segmentation [15]. Yap et al. [7] compared the24
performance of lesions detection algorithms and showed that deep learning25
approaches are more accurate and robust across datasets. However, the limi-26
tations of their work were: 1) they detected the lesions by using segmentation27
approaches but not an object detection approach; and 2) they evaluated the28
performance based on detected point (centre of the segmented region) [7], not29
the overlap of the regions.30
According to state-of-the-art BUS lesion detection [6, 16], a ROI is de-31
fined as a bounding box circumscribing the lesion. This paper focuses on32
the automatic detection of such ROIs. We propose the use of the Faster-33
RCNN Inception-ResNet-v2 approach [17] for BUS lesion detection. The key34
contributions are:35
1. We automate the ROI detection using a popular deep learning ap-36
proach, this is the first attempt in automation of BUS ROI detection37
using Faster-RCNN Inception-ResNet-v2.38
2. We propose two approaches to overcome the issue of lack of BUS data.39
First we apply a transfer learning approach and then we propose a new40
3-channel artificial RGB method to improve the quality of results.41
3. We evaluate and compare the performance of our proposed method on42
two datasets - within individual datasets and composite dataset. As ex-43
isting approaches do not focus on ROI bounding box detection, we com-44
pare the performance of our proposed methods with FCN-AlexNet.45
2. Related Work46
In current practice, the clinical expert manually locates rectangular sub-47
images [18, 19] to locate ROIs on BUS images. However, in large-scale stud-48
ies, this step is time-consuming. Hence, researchers [20, 21, 10] have devel-49
oped algorithms to locate the ROIs automatically. Within fully automated50
ROI detection, there are two types of ROI: 1) ROI as an initial contour of51
the lesion [20, 21, 22, 23]; and 2) ROI as a rectangle region containing both52
lesion and some background information [10, 12]. In this section, we review53
research on both ROI definitions.54
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Table 1: A Comparison of Dataset A and Dataset B.
Comparison Dataset A Dataset B
Capture Devices B&K Medical Panther 2002 and B&K Medical Hawk 2012 Siemens ACUSON Sequoia C512 system
Transducer 8-12 MHz linear array transducer 8.5 MHz 17L5 HD linear array transducer
Year 2001 2012
Number of Images 306 163
Image size 377×396 760×570
In 1998, based on a single feature called the radial gradient index (RGI),55
Kupinski et al. [20] developed a novel lesion segmentation technique. Us-56
ing gray-level information, and prior knowledge of the shape of typical mass57
lesions, a series of image partitions were created and the partition that max-58
imised the RGI was selected. The method was tested on a database of59
biopsy-proven, malignant lesions. According to their results [20], the RGI60
segmentation algorithm correctly segmented 92% of the lesions. Although61
the work of Kupinski et al. [20] assessed the RGI filter in mammograms, it62
was applied to BUS images in 2002 by Drukker et al. [21], where the use63
of RGI filtering technique was investigated for automated lesion detection in64
BUS. Using a database of 757 images from 400 patients, lesion candidates65
were segmented from the background by maximising an average radial gra-66
dient index for regions grown from the detected point. Initial RGI filtering67
achieved a sensitivity of 87% at 0.76 false-positive detections [21].68
(a) Extreme points (b) Binary mask (c) Bounding box
Figure 2: The ground truth format conversion of BUS datasets: (a) original extreme
points; (a) original segmentation ground truth in binary mask form provided by Yap et
al. [7]; and (c) conversion to bounding box as the ground truth for ROI detection and
localisation.
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In 2008, Yap et al. [10] proposed a novel approach for boundary detection69
of ROI in BUS images. In the preprocessing step, histogram equalization was70
applied, followed by a combination of nonlinear diffusion and linear filtering.71
Further to this hybrid filtering stage, the visually distinct areas of the BUS72
image were analysed using multifractals. In the final stage, region growing73
based segmentation was applied to partition the filtered BUS image using74
different threshold values. According to the assumption of Kupinski et al.75
[20], selection of the lesion was made by choosing the partition with the76
highest RGI. The work indicated that multifractal analysis could be useful77
for enhancing boundary detection in ultrasound images.78
For the detection of masses, Ikedo et al. [24] used a feature based on the79
edge directions in each slice, and a method for subtracting between slices. In80
order to detect edges, a Canny edge detector was applied and morphology81
was used to classify the detected edges into two groups: near-vertical edges82
or near-horizontal edges. Subsequently, the near-vertical edges were used as83
cues, then using the segmented and the low-density regions, they were able to84
segment the located positions by a watershed algorithm, and mass candidate85
regions were detected. Finally, for the distribution between masses and false86
positives (FPs), rule-based schemes and a quadratic discriminant analysis87
were applied in order to remove FPs. Aiming to improve the screening per-88
formance and efficiency, the proposed scheme achieved sensitivity of 80.6%89
with 3.8 FPs per breast image.90
A fully automated segmentation method was proposed in 2012 by Shan91
et al. [12]. Two main findings were introduced: an efficient ROI generation92
method and new features to characterise lesion boundaries were proposed. In93
order to develop an automatic ROI generation method, two steps were used,94
the first step was the automatic seed point selection and the second was a95
region growing step. Region growing was considered to be fast and simple,96
although its accuracy was not high, it was serving the purpose as it roughly97
located the lesion rather than finding the accurate boundary of it. Further,98
they combined traditional intensity-and-texture features and two proposed99
lesion features (phase in max-energy orientation and radial distance) were100
used to detect lesions by a trained artificial neural network. On a database101
of 120 images, the method improved the true positive (TP) rate from 84.9%102
to 92.8%, the similarity rate from 79.0% to 83.1% and reduced the FP rate103
from 14.1% to 12.0%.104
In order to detect lesions in breast US images, with no need for any kind105
of human interaction or supervision, Pons et al. [25] proposed a feasibility106
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study by adapting a generic object detection technique, called Deformable107
Part Models (DPM). They provided an assessment of this methodology to108
lesion detection by applying it for the first time to US images, using a dataset109
of 100 images, all from different patients (50 were healthy tissue regions,110
18 were malignant lesions, 32 were benign lesions). According to results111
for lesion detection, they showed the feasibility of their proposal and they112
achieved a sensitivity of 82% with 0.51 false-positive detections per image113
and an Az value of 0.96.114
Although research to date has demonstrated the feasibility to automate115
the ROI detection by using computer algorithms, like in similar medical116
image analysis research, there are some common issues:117
1. Research was conducted within a single institution or hospital; code and118
datasets were not shared. Therefore, the research is not reproducible,119
and less straight forward to compare.120
2. The use of performance metrics has not been consistent, i.e. some used121
FP rate, while others used FP per image; some reported sensitivity122
and specificity, while others used recall and precision.123
3. The methods were mostly based on image processing and conventional124
machine learning. Although some researchers [7, 15, 6] have been work-125
ing actively in deep learning for classification and segmentation, the use126
of deep learning for ROI detection in BUS is yet to be fully explored.127
We address these issues by proposing the use of a popular deep learning128
method for ROI detection on two publicly available datasets, and we re-129
port the results with a variety of performance metrics. If the manuscript is130
accepted for publication, the codes will be made available on github.131
3. Methodology132
This section discusses the BUS datasets, the preparation of the ground133
truth labeling, the proposed ROI detection method (based on transfer learn-134
ing, the 3-channel Artificial RGB image method and a Faster-RCNN ap-135
proach) and the performance metrics for the ROI detection results.136
3.1. Datasets and Ground Truth137
In general, ultrasound images are complex because of data composition,138
which can be described in terms of speckle information. Upon visual in-139
spection, ultrasound images could be described as speckle noise that varies140
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between bright and dark degrees of grayscale. The two datasets (henceforth,141
Dataset A and Dataset B) that we used in this paper were obtained from a142
recent publication by Yap et al. [7]. They are referred to as Dataset A and143
Dataset B and Table 1 compares the two datasets. The 306 images in Dataset144
A are from 2001. Although Dataset A might not be a representative of clin-145
ical practice, it is still interesting to test the robustness of machine learning146
algorithms on different image resolutions. The 163 images in Dataset B are147
from 2012 and have a higher image resolution. To standardize the image148
resolution for our experiments, we have resized the images to 500×375. For149
a detailed description and to download Dataset B, please refer to [7].150
The ground truths provided in the BUS datasets are in the form of binary151
masks of the lesions or with extreme points, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). From152
these extreme points, we generated rectangle bounding boxes around the153
binary masks for ROI localisation. Fig. 2(b) illustrates an example of a154
bounding box overlaid on the original BUS image. This is a mandatory step155
as the bounding boxes are commonly used in computer vision as the ground156
truth labels to train the object detection algorithms.157
3.2. Transfer Learning158
To obtain good performance, current state-of-the-art deep learning meth-159
ods require large-scale datasets to train the model [26]. In natural images,160
large-scale datasets exist such as ImageNet [27] and the MS-COCO dataset161
[28]. ImageNet [27] consists of more than 1.5 million images for the clas-162
sification of 1000 pre-defined classes [27] and the MS-COCO dataset [28]163
consists of 328,000 images with 91 common object categories. To use these164
pre-trained models for our proposed BUS ROI lesion detection framework,165
we convert the original grayscale BUS images to 3-channel images (I) by con-166
catenating three single channel grayscale images (Ig) from the BUS datasets,167
as shown in Equation 1.168
I = Concat(Ig, Ig, Ig) (1)
where I is a 3-channel converted image from the concatenation of three orig-169
inal grayscale images (Ig).170
Transfer learning is a popular technique in deep learning to overcome data171
deficiency, where we can choose to transfer the features from a few convolu-172
tional layers (partial transfer learning) or from all layers (full transfer learn-173
ing) of a pre-trained model. For our proposed framework, we implemented174
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Figure 3: Overview of two-tier transfer learning used for ROI detection and localisation
of BUS lesions.
two-tier transfer learning [29]. Firstly we used partial transfer learning by175
transferring the features only from the convolutional layers trained on the176
most significant classification challenge dataset - ImageNet. Then, we used177
full transfer learning from a model trained on MS-COCO object localisation178
dataset as shown in Fig. 3.179
3.3. 3-channel Artificial RGB Image Method180
In standard data augmentation techniques, the number of training im-181
ages is increased with different image manipulation algorithms, including182
rotation, flipping and image filtering. Data augmentation has shown to be183
effective in improving the performance of deep learning algorithms. How-184
ever, it has increased the time and memory requirements in training the185
algorithms. We propose a new 3-channel artificial RGB image method by186
concatenating the original image with two post-processed images. With this187
proposed technique, we maintain the number of training images, i.e. rather188
than concatenating the three grayscale images, we used two filtered images189
to concatenate with the grayscale image. The proposed 3-channel artificial190
RGB image (Ia) is produced by concatenating a single channel grayscale im-191
age (Ig), the sharpened image (Is) and the contrast enhanced image (Ic), as192
shown in Equation 2.193
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Figure 4: Overview of the proposed architecture (redrawn from [30]) for BUS experiments.
The Proposal Generator generates Bounding Box (BBox) from the feature maps. The
refinement and classification of BBox proposals are attained by Inception-ResNet-v2 to
obtain the best accuracy of BBox.
Figure 5: Nine different anchors are generated for a single point of the feature map.
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Ia = Concat(Ig, Is, Ic) (2)
3.4. Faster-RCNN Inception-ResNet-v2 approach194
Faster-RCNN Inception-ResNet-v2 is one of the most accurate state-of-195
the-art models for object localisation [30]. It has been successfully imple-196
mented, e.g. in person detection [28] and diabetic foot ulcers localisation197
[31]. In the earlier version of the Region Proposal Network (RPN), the first198
step is to generate region proposals by selective search, then classify and de-199
tect the object based on a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) framework.200
The core design of the Faster-RCNN was similar to the Region-based CNN,201
i.e. hypothesise object regions based on the feature maps and then classify202
them using the similar CNN. The benefit of Inception-ResNet-v2 [17] is it203
combined the optimization benefits conferred by residual connections with204
the computation efficiency of Inception units. Figure 4 illustrates the archi-205
tecture for Faster-RCNN [32] with Inception-ResNet-v2 approach [17] . The206
architecture of Faster-RCNN consists of three stages:207
• First Stage: A pre-trained CNN (Inception-ResNet-v2) was used to208
extract the convolutional feature map of BUS images from the last209
convolutional layer for proposal generator (Second Stage) and BBox210
classification and regression (Third Stage).211
• Second Stage: The proposal generator is used to find a predefined212
number of bounding box (BBox) proposals, may contain a lesion. An-213
chors are fixed bounding boxes that are placed throughout the image214
with different sizes (64px, 128px, 256px) and ratios (0.5, 1, 1.5) to find215
lesions in the BUS image as shown in Fig. 5. Then, two layers (ob-216
jectness classification layer and BBox regression layer) are used to find217
the “objectness score” for these anchors to have a good set of BBox218
proposals. For this stage, as BUS images have a very limited number219
of lesions (mostly one lesion per image), we set the value of a number220
of proposals to 100.221
• Third Stage: Finally, these BBox proposals (from the Second Stage)222
are then passed through a pre-trained CNN in the next step to extract223
features for each proposal. The ROI pooling layer is used to produce224
fixed-size feature maps from non-uniform inputs of proposals by per-225
forming a max pooling operation. These features are finally used by the226
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Box Classifier (classification and BBox refinement layers) to refine and227
classify the proposals, which obtains the final accurate BBox regions.228
We only chose BBox regions with confidence equal to 90% or higher for229
final evaluation.230
3.5. Performance Metrics231
We used four popular performance metrics i.e. Precision, Recall, F1-Score232
and False Positives per Image (FPI) for the evaluation of BUS detection and233
localisation. The state-of-the-art BUS lesion detection research used detected234
point criterion [7]. However, the measurement based on the centre of detected235
bounding box or segmented region can be misleading. To overcome this issue,236
we use “overlap criterion” as an Intersection over Union (IoU ) greater than237





In the context of medical image analysis, IoU is known as the Jaccard239
Similarity Index or Jaccard Index. Based on IoU as the criteria, we calculate240
the following parameters:241
1. True Positives (TP) defined as Bounding Boxes (BBox) that have IoU242
greater than 0.5 with the BB of the ground truth (GT).243
2. False Positives (FP) defined as BBox that have IoU less than 0.5 with244
GT and also, the duplicate BB that have IoU with a GT that has245
already been detected.246
3. True Negatives (TN): In BUS datasets, all the images contain at least247
one lesion. This is due to current practice that the clinician will only248
save ultrasound images with a lesion. Hence, there were no normal249
images and we can not obtain TN.250
4. False Negatives (FN) were calculated if there is no detection of the251
BBox produced by the algorithm.252
The Precision was calculated by total number of correct BBox i.e. TP253
divided by the total number of ground truth i.e. TP and FP, as shown in254
equation 4. The Recall was the total number of correct detected bounding255
boxes (i.e. TP) divided by total number of detected bounding boxes (i.e.256
TP) and FN, as in equation 5. The last evaluation metric was the F1-Score,257
which was the harmonic average of Precision and Recall (see equation 6). The258










F1 − Score = 2 × (Recall × Precision)
Recall + Precision
(6)
To compare with state-of-the-art methods, we also report our results as260
in Yap et al. [7], i.e. detection is considered as a TP if the detection point261
(centre of the detected bounding box) is placed within the ground truth262
bounding box of an expert radiologist. Otherwise, it was considered to be263
a FP. Figure 6 compares the differences between two criteria, where IoU is264
more reliable in reporting the results.265
(a) (b)
Figure 6: The yellow box indicates ground truth, the green ‘*’ indicated the detected point,
the green bounding box indicates true detection and the red bounding box indicates false
detection: (a) this is an example of both detected point and IoU achieved agreement with
a True Positive; and (b) this is an example where even the detected region is at the top
right corner, the detected point calculated as true detection but the IoU has a more strict
measurement and categorised it as a false detection.
3.6. Implementation266
For consistency, we have evaluated all the methods using 5-fold cross-267
validation on 3-channel grayscale datasets and 3-channel artificial RGB datasets.268
For the composite dataset (combination of dataset A and dataset B), this269
was not totally random as we needed to ensure the training set distribu-270
tions consisted of both datasets. For the benchmark algorithm, we used the271
Caffe framework [34] to implement the transfer learning FCN-AlexNet. We272
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repeated the experiment using similar settings as in [7], where the model273
was trained using stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate of 0.001,274
60 epochs with a dropout rate of 33%. To convert the segmentation results275
produced by FCN-AlexNet, we used the similar method in converting the276
binary masks to ground truth bounding boxes, where the coordinates of the277
left most pixel, the top most pixel, the right most pixel and the bottom most278
pixel are used to form the bounding box (as illustrated in Fig. 2).279
For the implementation of the Faster-RCNN Inception-ResNet-v2 ap-280
proach (henceforth, FRCNN), we used the original parameters as in [17], with281
the learning rate of 0.001. We observed the models converged at 100 epochs.282
Our experiments were run on a GPU machine with the following configura-283
tions: (1) Hardware: CPU - Intel i76700@4.00 Ghz, GPU - NVIDIA TITAN284
X 12 GB, RAM - 32 GB DDR4 (2) Deep Learning framework: Tensor-flow.285
4. Result and Discussion286
We performed thorough evaluation within and between the datasets. We287
evaluated the results based on 5-fold cross validation on single datasets (solely288
on Dataset A and Dataset B ) and composite dataset (A+B). We reported the289
results of the individual dataset in the composite dataset experiment, which290
was (A+B) on A and (A+B) on B. We discuss the results in two detection291
methods, i.e. detected point and IoU. Then we perform visual comparison of292
the results.293
4.1. Evaluation based on detected point294
Table 2 shows the overall FRCNN results based on detected point. From295
the results of Yap et al. [7], the transfer learning FCN-AlexNet (henceforth,296
FCN-AlexNet) [35] outperformed Radial Gradient Index Filtering [21], Mul-297
tifractal Filtering [10], Rule-based Region Ranking [12], Deformable Part298
Models [13], and two deep learning techniques (U-Net [36] and Patched-299
based LeNet [37]). To compare the performance of FRCNN on BUS lesion300
detection, we used FCN-AlexNet as the benchmark algorithm.301
4.1.1. Within dataset analysis302
We observed all the methods were obtaining high recall and precision303
when evaluated based on detected point. Although the performance of FR-304
CNN obtained the best results in this setting, the recall for FCN-AlexNet is305
comparable. Overall, FRCNN achieved the best F1-Score but FRCNN with306
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Table 2: Comparison of performance metrics based on detected point for ROI detection
in BUS dataset. FRCNN is Faster-RCNN Inception-ResNet-v2 on concatenated grayscale
BUS images whereas FRCNN (RGB) is Faster-RCNN Inception-ResNet-v2 on 3-channel
artificial RGB BUS images. FCN-AlexNet represents transfer learning FCN-AlexNet.
Bold indicates the best result for each category and underline indicates the best result for
the Dataset.
Dataset Method Recall Precision F1-Score FPI
A
FCN-AlexNet 0.9388 0.8365 0.8847 0.1961
FRCNN 0.9236 0.9408 0.9321 0.0621
FRCNN (RGB) 0.9572 0.9020 0.9288 0.1111
B
FCN-AlexNet 0.9080 0.8605 0.8836 0.1472
FRCNN 0.9141 0.9371 0.9255 0.0614
FRCNN (RGB) 0.8589 0.8861 0.8723 0.1104
(A+B) on A
FCN-AlexNet 0.9450 0.8351 0.8867 0.1994
FRCNN 0.9480 0.8857 0.9158 0.1307
FRCNN (RGB) 0.8746 0.8338 0.8537 0.1863
(A+B) on B
FCN-AlexNet 0.9325 0.7917 0.8563 0.2454
FRCNN 0.9632 0.8441 0.8997 0.1779
FRCNN (RGB) 0.8344 0.7953 0.8144 0.2147
3-channel artificial RGB images achieved the best recall of 0.9572 for Dataset307
A. For dataset B, the recall of FRCNN marginally improved FCN-AlexNet308
but FCN-AlexNet produced more FPs. Overall, FRCNN achieved the best309
F1-Score with 0.9321 and 0.9255 on Dataset A and Dataset B, respectively.310
4.1.2. Composite dataset analysis311
When compared the composite results, FCN-AlexNet and FRCNN im-312
proved in terms of recall but with poorer performance in precision. These313
were due to the methods detecting more regions when trained on two datasets314
with different modalities. However, for FRCNN with the 3-channel artificial315
RGB technique, the results were less satisfactory for all the metrics. This316
has demonstrated that even though 3-channel artificial RGB images proved317
to improve the recall of Dataset A, which can be caused by introduction of318
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Table 3: Comparison of performance metrics based on IoU for ROI detection in BUS
dataset. FRCNN is Faster-RCNN Inception-ResNet-v2 on concatenated grayscale BUS
images whereas FRCNN (RGB) is Faster-RCNN Inception-ResNet-v2 on 3-channel arti-
ficial RGB BUS images. FCN-AlexNet represents transfer learning FCN-AlexNet. Bold
indicates the best result for each category and underline indicates the best result for the
Dataset. STD represents standard deviation.
Dataset Method IoU (mean±STD) Recall Precision F1-Score FPI
A
FCN-AlexNet 0.7800±0.1069 0.8624 0.7684 0.8127 0.2778
FRCNN 0.8447±0.0946 0.8838 0.9003 0.8920 0.1046
FRCNN (RGB) 0.8535±0.0888 0.9358 0.8818 0.9080 0.1340
B
FCN-AlexNet 0.7145±0.1123 0.6749 0.6395 0.6567 0.3804
FRCNN 0.8363±0.0863 0.8773 0.8994 0.8882 0.0982
FRCNN (RGB) 0.8254±0.0919 0.8221 0.8481 0.8349 0.1472
(A+B) on A
FCN-AlexNet 0.7837±0.1066 0.8716 0.7703 0.8178 0.2778
FRCNN 0.8496±0.0904 0.9205 0.8600 0.8892 0.1601
FRCNN (RGB) 0.8532±0.0860 0.7584 0.7230 0.7403 0.3105
(A+B) on B
FCN-AlexNet 0.7537±0.1151 0.7485 0.6354 0.6873 0.4295
FRCNN 0.8395±0.0930 0.8896 0.7796 0.8310 0.2515
FRCNN (RGB) 0.8399±0.0896 0.7485 0.7135 0.7305 0.3006
noisy data and hence become less robust across datasets. Overall, FRCNN319
is the most robust method across different datasets.320
Since the measurement solely based on the detected point of the bounding321
box could be misleading, the following section reports the results based on322
overlap criterion – IoU.323
4.2. Evaluation based on IoU324
Table 3 summarises the results based on the overlap criterion of IoU325
greater than 0.5. We report the results based on single datasets and com-326
posite dataset.327
4.2.1. Within dataset analysis328
Since the overlap criterion followed a more strict rule, we observed all329
the performance metrics were poorer when compared to the detected point.330
Particularly the performance of FCN-AlexNet notably decreased for all the331
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evaluation. Interestingly, the FRCNN with 3-channel artificial RGB im-332
ages worked the best on Dataset A with recall of 0.9358 and F1-Score of333
0.9080. However, FRCNN achieved the best results on Dataset B with recall334
of 0.8773, precision of 0.8994 and F1-Score of 0.8882. We observed the FR-335
CNN with 3-channel artificial RGB images has achieved the best IoU when336
evaluated on Dataset A.337
4.2.2. Composite dataset analysis338
Similar to the results on detected point, FRCNN was the most robust339
algorithm for the composite dataset analysis across all the performance met-340
rics. FCN-AlexNet has shown marginal improvement when compared to the341
within dataset analysis. However, FRCNN with 3-channel artificial RGB342
images has deteriorated with very poor results. This has demonstrated that343
even though 3-channel artificial RGB images proved to improve the recall344
and F1-Score of Dataset A, it is not robust across datasets. A similar find-345
ing shows FRCNN is more robust across different datasets when measured346
by IoU. To further demonstrate the result, the following section reports qual-347
itative analysis.348
4.3. Visual Comparison349
Figure 7 visually compares the results of the proposed methods and FCN-350
AlexNet. The yellow boxes indicate ground truth, the green boxes indicate351
TP when IoU greater than 0.5, the red boxes indicate FP, the green ‘*’352
indicates TP for detected point, the red ‘*’ indicate FP for detected point. The353
first row of Figure 7 shows a best case for all the algorithms, the second row354
shows the detected lesion by FRCNN but not FCN-AlexNet, and the third355
row illustrates a complex case where all the algorithms achieved different356
results. It is interesting to observe that FCN-AlexNet has a TP for detected357
point but a FP for IoU criterion.358
4.4. Summary359
From the results, we summarise our observations as follow:360
• The overall performance of FCN-AlexNet was better on the composite361
dataset. This implies that it is more suitable for larger heterogeneous362
scale of dataset.363
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FRCNN FRCNN (RGB) FCN-AlexNet
Figure 7: Examples cases from Dataset A and B to illustrate the performance of the
lesion detection algorithms. The yellow rectangle indicates the ground truth, the ‘*’ is
the detected point, green rectangle is the TP and red rectangle is the FP. The first row
(image from Dataset A) shows an easy case where all methods detected the lesion. The
second row (image from Dataset B) illustrate a case where the lesion is small and only
detected by FRCNN (both with and without 3-channel artificial RGB images). The third
row (image from Dataset B, based on the results of composite dataset analysis) shows an
image with complex shadow and all the algorithms produced different results.
• The overall performance of FRCNN was better when assessed within364
individual dataset (see underlined results in Table 2 and Table 3). This365
is an indication that it is suitable for single source datasets.366
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• The proposed 3-channel artificial RGB method has potential to improve367
the recall but may not be suitable for images with different resolution.368
In our experiment, it only performed well on Dataset A, but not Dataset369
B. Current results are inconclusive and required further investigation.370
• The overall results of FRCNN has a higher mean IoU and a lower371
Standard Deviation when compared to FCN-AlexNet.372
• The limitation of this paper is the comparison of FCN-AlexNet with373
Faster R-CNN Inception-ResNet-v2, where the differences between the374
two networks could be overestimated. This potential bias is due to the375
two very different backbones used.376
5. Conclusion377
This paper proposed the use of the most accurate object detection deep378
learning framework – Faster-RCNN with Inception-ResNet-v2 – for breast379
ultrasound lesion detection and localisation. It investigated the use of a 3-380
channel artificial RGB technique, and the applicability to transfer learning381
in smaller datasets. Moreover, we showed that the Faster R-CNN approach382
obtains the best results compared to current state of the art when evaluated383
on two datasets using the detected point measurement and overlap criterion.384
These were then presented in four popular metrics: recall, precision, F1-Score385
and FPI.386
The results showed Faster-RCNN with Inception-ResNet-v2 was the most387
robust algorithm across two datasets and worked well on small datasets.388
Although FCN-AlexNet achieved good results when evaluated with detected389
point, its performances deteriorated when evaluated using the intersection390
over union IoU as the criterion. In addition, the new 3-channel artificial RGB391
technique showed improved results when evaluated on Dataset A. However,392
the proposed 3-channel artificial RGB technique was not suitable for either393
Dataset B or the composite dataset. Further areas to improve our work394
include:395
• Investigation in using different type of image manipulation techniques396
will have potential in improving the use of this 3-channel artificial RGB397
technique.398
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• To overcome the limitation of this paper, the use of a different feature399
extraction network, such as Feature Pyramid Network (FPN ResNet-400
101) should be investigated to evaluate the performance of the deep401
learning approach.402
• Increase the volume of the datasets by data collection or introducing403
data-augmentation techniques such as albumentation (image augmen-404
tation and composition of image augmentation).405
We demonstrated the use of state-of-the-art computer vision object de-406
tection algorithm on BUS lesion localisation. This is an important step407
forward to improve the lesion detection of BUS. We recommended the use of408
IoU (equivalent to Dice Coefficient Index, which is commonly used in lesion409
segmentation) in lesion detection as it is more reliable when compared to410
the detected point. Our work provides an important benchmark for future411
research.412
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